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Abstract. We developed a novel scheme for two-photon fluorescence
bioimaging. We generated supercontinuum �SC� light at wavelengths
of 600 to 1200 nm with 774-nm light pulses from a compact turn-key
semiconductor laser picosecond light pulse source that we developed.
The supercontinuum light was sliced at around 1030- and 920-nm
wavelengths and was amplified to kW-peak-power level using
laboratory-made low-nonlinear-effects optical fiber amplifiers. We
successfully demonstrated two-photon fluorescence bioimaging of
mouse brain neurons containing green fluorescent protein �GFP�.
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ntroduction
upercontinuum �SC� light from visible wavelengths to the
-�m region has attracted much attention as a novel physical
henomenon because it has become easy to generate using a
el: 81–22–795–4012; Fax: 81–22–795–4111; E-mail: yoko@niche.tohoku.ac.jp

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054019-
nonlinear optical photonic crystal fiber �PCF� and a femtosec-
ond pulse Ti-doped sapphire laser.1–3 Previously, SC light has
been utilized to control the absolute frequencies of optical
combs4,5 and tested for feasibility in high-speed optical com-
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unications in the 1.55-�m wavelength region.6,7 Recently,
C light application has been extended to multiphoton
ioimaging.8,9 In general, however, for SC generation, the
eak power of the light source should exceed 1 kW, and this
equirement usually leads to the use of large and expensive
ode-locked solid-state lasers. In this paper, we report a com-

act and stable configuration to generate SC light utilizing a
emiconductor laser picosecond light pulse source.10 Using
mplified SC light pulses at appropriate wavelengths, success-
ul two-photon fluorescence imaging �TPI� of mouse brain
eurons containing green fluorescent protein �GFP� was
emonstrated.

Methods
.1 SC Light Generation
igure 1 presents a schematic diagram of our SC light pulse
ource. SC light was generated by a PCF from incident
74-nm light pulses with 1-kW peak power and 5-ps duration.
he 774-nm light pulses were the second-harmonic �SH� out-
ut of amplified 1548-nm gain-switching semiconductor laser
iode �LD� pulses, and the details of this light pulse source
re described in Ref. 10. For second-harmonic generation
SHG�, we used a 5-mm-long bulk crystal of a periodically
oled MgO-doped LiNbO3 �PPMgLN� device. Previously,
e reported the successful application of these SH light
ulses with 1-kW peak power for TPI.10 Here, we used these
H light pulses to generate stable SC light with a maximal
andwidth exceeding one octave. We have already described
00-nm-wide �1/4 octave� SC light generation,11 and the
reat improvement reported here is due to an SH conversion
fficiency increase to over 50% by further suppressing non-
inear optic spectral broadening inside the fiber amplifier for
548-nm light pulses.12

The typical optical spectrum of the SC light generated is
hown in Fig. 2. In this case, we injected 1-kW-peak-power
H pulses into a 50-m-long PCF that had a zero-dispersion
avelength near 800 nm.11 Since the coupling efficiency of

ight pulses to the PCF was approximately 25%, the peak
ower of the light pulses inside the PCF was 250 W. At an

ig. 1 Schematic configuration of supercontinuum �SC� light generati
ulse source. PPMgLN: periodically poled MgO-doped LiNbO3; PCF:

ig. 2 A typical optical spectrum for supercontinuum light generated
rom a 50-m-long photonic crystal fiber. Dotted lines indicate the

liced-out wavelengths around 920 and 1030 nm.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054019-
intensity 10 dB lower than the peak, spectrum broadening
exceeding one octave was observed. Although the short-
wavelength region in Fig. 2 was limited to 600 nm because of
the spectrometer measurement spectral region, we also con-
firmed violet light components in a prism-resolved spectral
measurement.

2.2 Optical Filtering and Amplification
For the TPI application, we extracted infrared light compo-
nents using an approximately 10-nm-wide full width at half
maximum optical filter because the average optical power
must be kept above a few tens of microwatts to amplify the
filtered SC light to a power sufficient for TPI using optical
fiber amplifiers. Fortunately, the spectral purity of the excita-
tion light pulses is not an important requirement in TPI, which
means that it is not necessary to generate Fourier-transform-
limited light pulses. Indeed, the measured pulse width was
2 ps, which is the same value as that obtained with a 2-nm-
wide optical bandpass filter. For 1030-nm light amplification,
a laboratory-made Yb-doped fiber amplifier �YDFA� that con-
sisted of a preamplifier and a main amplifier was used, in
which the active fiber length was approximately 4 m. Except
for the Yb-doped gain fibers, all of the optical couplings were
built using free-space optics geometry to dispense with cou-
pling fibers in order to avoid the nonlinear optical effects
induced in these fibers. The measured maximum output power
from the 1030-nm YDFA was approximately 100 mW with
excitation from a 980-nm LD. The light pulse was broadened
to 7-ps duration by fiber dispersion. Based on careful mea-
surement, we found that approximately 20% of the light
power accumulated between light pulses as amplified sponta-
neous emission �ASE� at a 10-MHz repetition frequency.

izing a gain-switched laser diode �LD�-based 1-kW-peak-power light
nic crystal fiber; BPF: optical band pass filter.

Fig. 3 �a� Second-harmonic generation �SHG� intensity autocorrela-
tion trace for 920-nm light pulses indicating an 8-ps duration �sech2
on util
shape assumed�, and �b� the corresponding optical spectrum.
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herefore, when the pulse repetition rate was 10 MHz, the
eak power of the 7-ps light pulse was estimated to be
.1 kW at average light power of 100 mW.

A similar procedure was adopted for generating high-peak-
ower 920-nm light pulses. In this case, 1-ps, 920-nm SC
ight pulses were amplified with a custom-made Nd-doped
ber amplifier �NDFA� pumped by an 810-nm LD. Since the
ctive fiber in this NDFA was up to 16 m long, the light pulse
as broadened to 8 ps at the end of the NDFA because of
ber dispersion. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show an SHG intensity
utocorrelation trace and an optical spectrum for amplified
20-nm light pulses. Because we found that the ASE is more
evere in the NDFA than in the YDFA, we increased the light
ulse repetition rate to 50 MHz to reduce the influence of the
SE. At this repetition rate, the estimated ASE ratio was 50%,

nd the peak power of the light pulses was 250 W when the
verage output power was 200 mW.

.3 Advantages of Our Light Source
ere, we should clarify some of the advantages of our light
ulse source for TPI. Although kW-peak-power ps and fs op-
ical pulses have been used in nonlinear multiphoton bioim-
ging �MPI�, including two- or three-photon excitation
uorescence,13,14 second- or third-harmonic generation �SHG,
HG�,15,16 and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering

CARS�,17 TPI is the most widely used imaging technology.
or TPI, mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers �MLTLs� are gener-
lly used14–17; however, they are expensive and require a great
eal of maintenance. Furthermore, the tunable wavelength
ange of conventional MLTLs is between 700 and 900 nm.
lthough we demonstrated a TPI with a stable turn-key
74-nm light pulse source, as shown in Fig. 1,10 a drawback
f this light pulse source was that the wavelength was fixed at
n SHG of 1548 nm. Therefore, we tried to expand the light
ulse wavelength so that it was widely selectable by generat-
ng SC light. In our light pulse source scheme, necessary
pectral components can be extracted, and control of the
ower level of an optical fiber amplifier can increase the light
ower to the level necessary for TPI. Note that the maximal
D light power used in our scheme is still limited to a few
00 mW, and this low average-power feature will allow a
ompact light source once we establish the entire design. Fur-
hermore, the light pulses are synchronized to the electronic
ulses driving the LD, so the repetition rate is flexibly vari-
ble simply by changing the electronic pulse frequency. This
eature is useful for obtaining the best quality of TPI pictures,
s demonstrated in Ref. 10.

Results
or TPI, amplified SC light pulses are directed into a two-
hoton fluorescence microscope that has been modified with a
air of galvanometer mirrors and a step motor for a three-
imensional �3-D� scanning system.10 Last, the laser beam is
ocused by a 60� �1.2 NA� water-immersion objective onto a
iological sample. The optical transmission efficiency was
easured to be at most 20% from the light source to the
pecimen surface in the 920- to 1030-nm wavelength region.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054019-
3.1 TPI of Mouse Kidney Tissues Stained with Alexa
Fluo 488

To test the feasibility of our light pulse source, a section of
mouse kidney stained with Alexa Fluor 488 �Molecular
Probes F24630; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California� was used as
the TPI specimen. The clear high-resolution image of the dis-
tal convoluted tubules and collecting tubules in the renal me-
dulla indicated that TPI was successful, using 1030-nm opti-
cal pulses from our SC light source. At a 10-MHz repetition
rate, the average measured optical power used was 40 mW
from YDFA, giving an approximately 5-mW average power
�70-W peak power� on the sample surface considering the
20% ASE ratio.

3.2 TPI of Mouse brain Neurons Containing GFP
Next, we attempted to image fluorescent proteins in mouse
brain neurons using TPI. Fluorescent proteins, such as green,
yellow, and red fluorescent proteins �GFP, YFP, and RFP�, are
widely used to stain specific molecules in particular cell or-
ganelles both in vivo and in vitro.18 We examined the fluores-
cence of GFP, which is genetically bound to intracellular pro-
tein kinase C �PKC�.19 Although PKC is a key enzyme that
modulates the function of neurons in the brain,20 little is
known about the subcellular distribution of its activities.
Since the two-photon absorption wavelength range of GFP is
generally shorter than 1 �m, we tried using 920-nm light
pulses.

Figure 4 shows the TPI of �-type PKC in a mouse Purkinje
neuron. At a 50-MHz repetition rate, 160-mW average power
�200-W peak power� from the light source, and consequent
average power of approximately 16 mW �20-W peak power�
on the sample surface considering the 50% ASE ratio, we
detected GFP signals from the cell body �Fig. 4�a�� and den-
drites �Fig. 4�b��. We found that �-type PKC was uniformly
distributed in the intracellular space around the cell body. By
contrast, the GFP signal in the dendrite was not uniform and
was localized as bright spots on the branch. Dendrites are the
primary locus of synaptic inputs and their integration, which
are responsible for the activities of various ion channels,
pumps, and transporters. Since these membrane-associated
proteins are highly regulated by intracellular molecules, in-
cluding PKC, the dendritic localization of the enzyme re-
vealed using TPI suggests that �-type PKC functions at its
target proteins. These results clearly demonstrate that our SC
light pulse source provides a useful wavelength region for the
TPI of fluorescent proteins and redder dyes.

4 Conclusions
In summary, we carried out two-photon fluorescence bioim-
aging using amplified supercontinuum light pulses. Octave-
wide SC light was generated using a compact stable semicon-
ductor laser ps light pulse source and then filtered and
amplified at wavelengths around 1030 and 920 nm. The
920-nm light pulses were effective for the two-photon excita-
tion of GFP, while the 1030-nm light pulses were effective for
YFP, RFP, and many other dyes. Note that our scheme is
applicable to other light wavelengths within a generated SC
bandwidth if we can create a proper optical amplifier. In prac-
tice, optical amplifiers are obtainable for wavelength regions

21,22
of 980 and 1010 to 1120 nm with YDFAs ; 900 to 945,
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070 to 1135, and 1310 to 1390 nm with NDFAs23,24; and
260 to 1330 nm with Pr-doped fiber amplifiers �PDFAs�.25

herefore, our light source will be applicable for many mul-
iphoton bioimaging methods, including two- or three-photon
uorescence, SHG or THG, and CARS.
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